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Warnings

:

servos are correct.

Set throttle and throttle trim to lowest position before turning on the receiver.
Flashing transmitter LED indicates low battery, do not fly.

Shut off receiver before shutting off the transmitter.
Otherwise uncontrolled operation may result!



Charging

Do not fly with a low battery.
A charging port is installed on the transmitter, for use with a NiCD or NiMHD battery.
If using LiPo batteries, charge with the balance connector on the battery, 
and DO NOT use the built-in charging port.

Use the proper charger for the batteries installed.
Remove batteries for storage, as leakage will ruin the transmitter.

Install batteries with correct polarity, and install the cover.
onnect the charger to AC power.

onnect the charger to AC power.



(Pitch curve)

(Sorry, this is too strange to even guess about - DBacon)

(Mode setup)



Rudder (Lf-Rt)
Throttle (Up-Dn)

Aileron (Lf-Rt)
Elevator (Up-Dn)

Bind Button

MODE 2

Variable B Variable A

Simulator

Transmitter Layout



the two antennas are oriented at 90 degrees to each other

Receiver and servo connections

Second receiver is not used
with HK-TR6A V2 receiver



The spread spectrum operation with automatic addressing insures immunity to interference.

The receiver is already matched to the transmitter.  To change this:

turn it off.
Insert the BIND plug in the ch 6 position on the receiver.

port, and turn on the receiver.
Flashing LED on the receiver means that it is in matching mode.

transmitter.

When the receiver LED stops flashing (about 10 seconds) matching is done.

Turn off the receiver and install servo for ch 6, if used.

s

succeed connector

Bind button

Bind plug
(Goes in Ch 6)

Second receiver is only on
some models, not HK-TR6A V2

1. Turn on transmitter
2. Turn on receiver
3. LED comes on steady

start up

bind)



10.02 Turn on:

Turn off:10.03



How to program:



Restart computer

ee



select the proper USB port.

for assistance.

Use "TYPE" function to
Select plane or heli.
See page 14, bottom.

Note, this was not functional for me -DBacon.

when done.



his allows multiple files for models.

is for setting the limits of travel for each servo.

sed to reverse a servo.

d to trim a single servo.



used to adjust Dual Rates for CH 1, 2 & 4

Use this to select mode. Mode 2 is most popular in the US.

There are two states, NOR(mal) and IDEL (stunt).
Each curve is made of 5 points.

CH curve, and has two states also.



djusted individually.

mixer function.

This function selects what switches "A" & "B" control.
NULL = no control
DR = Use for Dual Rate (on/off)
NORID = 
THRO CUT = Use for throttle override (CAUTION !!!) 

This function selects what the "A" & "B" Knobs will do.
NULL = Nothing
PITH = Pitch adjust



i

Left click the setting button to set the USB port number.

this prevents data overwriting.

Left click the 'HELP' button for assistance



his allows multiple files for models.

right will appear, this is for setting travel limits.

right will appear, this function is used to reverse a servo.

right will appear, this function is used to trim a single servo.
Values can be between 0 and 120.

Saving your model settings:

Loading your model settings:

when done.



dual rate

sets the "Mode".

switch is on.

NOTE, this selection is done first when making
a new model setup, but not done at all when
editing an existing model's settings.



Terms, English/Chinese

pp  dd (Not Chinese, but what do I know? -DBacon)



Package Contents:

This is the disclaimer, in appropriate fine print that you can hardly
read, another common English tradition.
This hereby states that I won't be responsible for nuthin' involved
in this translation, I probably screwed up in a number of places.
And sometimes I can't spel to guud.
Do not use this manual in the bathtub, or on a ladder, or while being
chased by a rabid animal.

Copied right by D. Bacon, secretary of The Fly'n Wolverines RC club.
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